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About This Game

Claw your way to the top of Moreytown, a furry slum for human-animal hybrids. Will you take down the gangs who rule the
town, or take them over instead?

Welcome to Moreytown is a 150,000-word interactive novel by S. Andrew Swann. It's entirely text-based, without graphics or
sound effects, and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

You’re a moreau: a genetically engineered human-animal hybrid, a remnant of mankind’s last war. Surviving life in a
Moreytown hasn't been easy, but now, someone is out to kill you and your fellow "moreys"—unexplained fires, explosions, and

the gangs swirling around the neighborhood add up to big trouble. It's up to you to save your pelt, and maybe take over town.

Play as one of thirteen different species, including tiger, capybara, bear, or wolf. Infiltrate a sinister cult, or ally yourself with a
gang of moreys. Choose a side and let the fur fly!

 Play as male, female, or non-binary, gay, straight, bi, or ace

 Fight the police or help them to bring down a terrifying enemy

 Save your neighborhood from utter destruction
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 Take over a street gang, or even run your own cult

 Explore multiple potential romantic relationships
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Rather overpriced title for its content. Well, it works. You will be able to accelerate, brake, turn and follow the track. I must
admit that's a huge step forward since MR Collection. But there is a single issue with this game - respawn. Let yourself take a
loose turn and you'll respawn behind the opponents. It wasn't problem in the older titles since they always had arcadey "track
walls", but here this illusion of open world kinda ruins the feel of it. Design-wise locations in this game are more than bland. It
feels like they actually used original design guidelines from 90s as some areas feel utterly empty. It would be okay in early PS3
days, but unfortunately for this game there are much better 10 years old motorcycle sims out there. It's also funny that they used
Unreal Engine, but in the end it looks like Unity. Still demands a quite powerful rig to run. So basically it's a huge no-no fior
such a price.. Slime-san is a brilliantly snappy, charismatic and challenging title that manages to deliver a satisfying core game
with tonnes of bonus extras to play around with besides. The controls are spot-on, the environments are varied and engaging, and
while other platformers may have tread similar ground before, Slime-san weaves together so many different elements into a
finely-crafted experience that it deserves a place among the best in the genre.
. This is a nice skin pack for anyone who likes playing OTC! I ended up getting it as part of a DLC bundle. My favorite are the
1950s style artwork, it adds a bit of flair to the game.

If you're hesitating it means you like this game, just got for it.. Just as funny as Puzzle agent 1. And a must if you want to see
where the story goes.. My brother bought this for me as a joke birthday present but it ended up being one of my favourite games
aha! super funny and cute and it actually gets quite difficult later on.. I really enjoyed this game when I played it at Legends of
Gaming and it is one of the most innovative games I have played for a while. Surprisingly I don't normally like brawlers but
playing this with my friends was loads of fun.. An amazing funny game, too bad im just too♥♥♥♥♥♥at it to do well.. i think
this is a must purchase as it can get u off ur feet very easily and u can buy a crate warehouse with the miullion u get to make lots
of moiney for a veichle warehouse and then ur rich. Pneuma is certainly not the perfect game, but it's not a bad game either.
With simplistic puzzles and a quite annoying narrator you may feel that it's not worth playing but If you manage to get to the end
It makes the journey well worth it. If you buy the game purely for the puzzles you may be dissapointed as for the most part they
dont require much brain power. The story is the strongest part of Pneuma placing you in control of a man in a strange world
asking himself where he is and why he is there. The narration at times feels a little too much and over the top and kind of ruined
the mood of the game for me, I would have preferred it if the narrator sounded a little bit more serious and less like another
version of the one from The Stanley Parable which is obviously were the influence comes from. I don't think its worth the
$19.99/£15.99 price tag but if you can get it on a sale I would definitely recommend it.
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I don't know what this is.... But I like it a lot.. As you can see on the video preview, it looks like Gundam Vs.

TO DA POINTTT

Pros :
-Oppai
-Man-butt
-Low system requirement
-Fun to play in short term

Cons :
- No story
- Weird combo and invunerable timings
- Ranged attack is OP as f0ck while melee is itchy as f0ck
- Due to three points above, I can't stand playing it for a long term. Just once in a while.
- Bad UI. Just plain BAD.

Cons (maybe just me) :
- I can't select Online Play

But for a game with a quite low price (Welp, i bought it while on sale), this is quite in my expectation.

which is disappointing ;P. I love it. Some people get stuck in the levels but you will get to the end. I know I tried and did not get
there SO FAR. Also it gives you stratagies and helps you with puzzle games.. This game changed my life. Never have I been so
invested in a game. Incredible story telling, mind blowing graphics, amazing community. I highly recommend it as it is one of
the greatest games on steam.. Real nice little puzzle game. Real cheap for 5+ hours of enjoyment.
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